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1. Consider an astronomer and his observation field, i.e., the set 
of observable (light or radio) signal emitting loci of the universe. Let 
the observation field be ordered by attaching a date to each observa
ble locus indicating the time in the history of the universe that the 
signal was emitted from its source. Whereas both the astronomer and 
his observation field age with time, the observations of the astron
omer may trace a sequence of loci whose time labels proceed forward 
or backward in time. 

Consider now, a finite set S of events in Ln, w-dimensional space-
time1 (n*z2). A rectilinear world line segment with endpoints in S 
will be called a rectilinear connection in S and a set of rectilinear con
nections which form a polygon with vertex set S a polygonal connec
tion of S. The clock time of a polygonal connection is defined to be the 
sum of all the time separations2 of its rectilinear connections. A polyg
onal connection having either the least or the greatest clock time of 
all possible "circuit states," i.e., all possible polygonal connections of 

1 Riemannian «-space having fundamental form #==(^1)24- • • • -f-frfo*""1)2 

2 The time separation of a rectilinear connection with endpoints Eu* (xu, • • * , **~ , tu) 
and Ev: (xl

v, • • • , < ~ \ U) is equal to [ft,-*.)»- E w ( « ! - * i ) l ] 1 / l and will be de
noted by s(EuEv). 
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S, will be called extreme with respect to 5. In [ l ] criteria are estab
lished, which, if satisfied by a set 5 of events in Ln, enables one to 
immediately obtain extreme polygonal connections of 5. These re
sults are summarized in the following section. 

2. A set 5 of events is called a timelike distribution, if each event 
of S is in the interior of the time cone of every other event in 5. 

A timelike distribution 5 in Ln (n è 2) is said to satisfy the Four 
Point Condition, if the events of 5 can be labeled Pi , P2 , • • • , P* so 
as to satisfy the following condition : 

For all sets of integers {ay b> c, d\ such that iSa<b<c<d^k 
(2.1) it follows that 

s(PaPb) + s(PcPd) ^ s(PaPc) + s(PbPd) S s(PaPd) + s(PbPe). 

BASIC LEMMA. If a timelike distribution S of k events in Ln {n ^ 2) 
satisfies the Four Point Condition, then the polygonal connections 

[ • • • PiPiPzPxPtPtP* • • • ] 

and 

[ ' ' • Pk-sPhPtc-zPzPk-lPlPkPzPk-lPiPk-lPl, ' ' • J 

have respectively the least and the greatest clock time of the set of all pos
sible polygonal connections of S. 

The proof of this lemma is identical to that of Theorem III [2, 
p. 181 ]. The latter was proven in a Euclidean setting, but it is directly 
verified tha t this is not necessary. 

In 1964 M. Lerman obtained the result (unpublished) that, if a set 
of k noncollinear points in the Euclidean plane satisfies the Four 
Point Condition, i.e., the hypothesis of Theorem III [2], then k^S. 
This is contrasted with the fact that in Z,2, for any fe^4, it is possible 
to select k noncollinear events and label them so as to satisfy (2.1). 
E.g., any k events which lie on a convex timelike arc (in L2) can so be 
labeled (cf. Theorem 4 below). Higher dimensional curves having this 
property are constructed in [ l ] . A still wider class of event distribu
tions in Ln (n^2) which satisfy the Four Point Condition is given 
in Theorem 2 below. 

Our first theorem consists of a necessary and sufficient condition 
tha t a timelike distribution satisfy the Four Point Condition. 

THEOREM 1. Let 5 = {jS*, £ * , • • • , Ek} (h<t2< • • • <tk\ k^A) 
denote a timelike distribution in Ln (n^2). Then, S satisfies the Four 
Point Condition if and only if at least one of the following f our labelings 
ö/5{Pi ,P 2 } = {-Ei,£2},Pi = £<( i«3,4 , • • • ,k-2),and {P*_i,P*} 
= {Ejfc-i, Ek} is a labeling for which (2.1) is satisfied. 
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REMARK. Since there are only four labelings to check, Theorem 1 
yields an effective computational method for determining whether or 
not a timelike distribution in Ln (n è 2) satisfies the Four Point Con
dition. 

Let Uy V, and W denote three events in Ln (n'^2), F(W) the in
terior of the future time cone of W, and 

R(U, V) W) = [E E F(W): s(UW) - s(VW) S s(UE) - s(VE)}. 

THEOREM 2. Let 5 = {Ex, E%, • • • , Ek} (fee4) denote a set of events 
in Ln (n^2) such that for t = 2, 3, EtÇzF(Et-i) and for / = 4, 5, • • • , fe, 
Et(E.CiR(Ei, Ej-, Et-i) (1 Ûi<j <t — 1), then S is a timelike distribution 
which satisfies the Four Point Condition. 

In the next theorem we define a class of event distributions which 
includes the class of event distributions given in Theorem 2. For each 
S in this class we are able to determine a minimal polygonal connec
tion. 

THEOREM 3. Let S— {E%, E2, • • • , Ek\ (fee 4) denote a set of events 
inLn(nl£2)suchthatfort = 2,3,EtÇzF(Et-i)andfort = 4:,5, • • • , fe, 

Et G fi R(Et-t, £*-2; Ei-i) (i = 4, 5, • • • , t), 

then 

[ • • • EiEbE^FuxEiE&JLt • • • j 

has the least clock time of the set of all polygonal connections of S. 

The following lemma and Theorem 4 below state some geometric 
properties of event distributions in L2 which satisfy the Four Point 
Condition. 

LEMMA. If the events of a noncollinear timelike distribution of events 
in L2 fall on the boundary B of their convex hull and are labeled so as to 
satisfy (2.1), then the labeling must be cyclic with respect to B. 

THEOREM 4. Let k events (fe â 4) of a timelike distribution of events in 
L2fall on the boundary B of their convex hull. Let P , Q, R, and S denote 
the events with the minimal, next to minimal, next to maximal, and 
maximal t-coordinates respectively. Then, the k events satisfy the Four 
Point Condition if and only if B — {P', S} consists of one component or 
one of its two components contains at most two events from among the k 
given events and if an event is in this component, then that event is either 
Qor R. 

A feature of Ln is the existence of rectilinear connections having 
time separation equal to zero (world lines of photons). This gives rise 
to the consideration of a special class of minimal polygonal connec-
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tions, namely those which have clock time equal to zero. We call these, 
zero polygonal connections. An event distribution 5 is said to be zero 
separated, if each pair of events in 5 constitutes the endpoints of a 
polygonal path consisting of rectilinear connections of 5 each of which 
have time separation equal to zero. We note that the vertex set of a 
zero polygonal connection is zero separated, but not conversely. 

Let C(E) denote the light cone centered at E, i.e., the boundary of 
the time cone of the event E. 

THEOREM 5. Let S= {Ei, J32, • • • , Ek} (fee4) denote a set of events 
in Ln (n è 2) which is zero separated and such that for each i = 1, 2, • • • , 
k the set C(Ei)r\S contains exactly three events, then there exists a 
unique zero polygonal connection of S. 
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